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DRIVER, OWNER, PASSENGER AND PIT CREW AGREEMENT AND INDEMNITY
I agree that I will make no actions, claims or demands for any loss or damage, including consequential loss, incurred or sustained arising directly or
indirectly out of my participation in any capacity at the Masterton Motorplex Incorporated drag race meeting or associated events. I agree to indemnify the
New Zealand Drag Racing Association Incorporated (NZDRA) and Masterton Motorplex Incorporated (MMP) and their respective officials, representatives,
members and agents and any and all other competitors and their agents, but not a competitor adjudged guilty of reckless driving under the rules of the
NZDRA, from and against any and all actions, claims or demands or other liability in respect of the death or injury of any person including myself and the
loss or damage to the property of any person, company or organisation including myself arising out of or in conjunction with my use of the race track and
other associated facilities, and notwithstanding that the same may have been contributed to or caused by the negligence or fault of the said bodies or their
respective officials representatives or agents, or by design or other fault of the said facility. I agree that this indemnity extends to any loss or damage caused
by any person not listed on this form who I give permission, tacit or otherwise, to act in the capacity of pit crew. I agree that my successors, executors,
administrators and next of kin are bound by this agreement. I will not allow any person under the age of 16 to participate in any way with this vehicle if I
have not obtained their parents or guardians explicit permission. I have read and understand the rules and policies of the NZDRA and MMP and agree to be
bound by them. I confirm that I am not suffering from any disability whether permanent or temporary which is likely to affect the normal control of the
vehicle. I agree not to change or replace the vehicle or any parts thereon, including tyres, for any other vehicle or parts that may make the vehicle unsafe, or
add any parts that may make the vehicle unsafe, or if the new, added or replacement parts have not been inspected and passed by the NZDRA if this is
required by the NZDRA rules. If I drive any vehicle at this facility I hold a current New Zealand drivers licence for the class of vehicle driven. I agree any
disputes arising shall be dealt with in accordance with the rules in the rulebook, including any amendments, of the NZDRA and that the executive committee
of MMP, or their agent, will deal with any disputes on matters not contained in the rulebook. All decisions made by the said committee, or their agent will be
final and binding. I agree that any images including sound, video, still and artists drawings, digital, film or analogue may be used by MMP without prior
approval, royalty or other fee. This agreement is for the duration of the race season printed at the top of this form. I agree to inform MMP of any changes
that may affect my continued participation at any MMP event during the race season including any changes to the vehicle or vehicle owner. I acknowledge
that no warranty of safety, express or implied, is given as a result of scrutineering, audit, tech inspection, or other safety checks. I confirm I have read and
understand this entry form.
Driver only - If I do not own the vehicle I have obtained the owners details and signature on this form. The vehicle complies with the rules of the NZDRA
and MMP and I certify it is safe to race.
Under 16 only - If the driver, owner and/or pit crew of any vehicle to be used in any way in this facility is under the age of sixteen years the consent of the
parent, legal guardian or caregiver of that person has been obtained on this form as a cosignatory of this agreement and indemnity.
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